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WHAT IT IS ALL ABOUT

•

An entertaining health show which cuts through hype and media confusion about health and medicine. It goes behind the
headlines to present viewers with unbiased, evidence based information, allowing them to come to their own conclusions.

•

It takes its science very seriously, and does not shy away from presenting conflicting viewpoints where experts disagree
or the evidence just isn’t there yet. Cherry picking the data is not what we do. In Trust Me we rely on mainstream
academic and medical consensus. The only detraction from that may be when we look at future health and cutting edge
surgery and medical techniques but these are clearly flagged to the audience.

•

Light tone. The presenters don’t take themselves too seriously. The series has plenty of humour and a warm heart.

•

The series website provides links and further information to allow viewers to read the evidence for themselves in more
depth.

•

Pacey, modern and relatable.

•

Doctors showcase diverse angles, approaches, specialties and personalities.

•

Use of locations and experiments to underline the main narrative of each episode.

•

Relevant, topical. It shows what people what to know and offers them plenty of takeaways.
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Objectives:
•
•
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•

Takeaways
Information
Science
Entertainment

Q U E S T I O N S

A N S W E R E D

Values:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expertise
Relevance
Trust & Integrity
Reliability
Humour
Sharing

Promise
A passionate group of doctors,
who swear to give unbiased,
evidence based information to
answer the most relevant health
questions of these days...
…And all of this while keeping
the mood light, humorous and
fun!

Key Format Elements
1.

One main ‘A’ story

2.

Experiments support the ‘A’ story

3.

Takeaways (plenty of)

4.

Location linked to ‘A’ story

5.

A few ‘B’ stories & 2/3 questions

6.

Doctors with different angles

7.

Humour, Warmth & Fun

S2, EP1 – THE BIG VITAMIN D EXPERIMENT
STRUCTURE: BREAKDOWN OF AN EPISODE

•
•

The ‘A’ Story is the common thread to the

‘B’ stories intertwined with main A story: in the same episode
the team explores the following stories:

whole episode and is approached in greater
1.

Is leftover food healthier than regular meals?

location is connected to this story: i.e. “Is

2.

Could the paralysed move again?

sunshine good or bad for us?” – Michael

3.

Does acupuncture really stops pain?

4.

What would you do if someone was bleeding badly in front of

depth than any other in the episode. The main

Moseley visits the town of Bagnor, the sunniest
place in the UK and runs an experiment with

•

people working in an office to see whether they

experiments and LOADS of takeaways for the audiences

receive enough sunlight, what are the positive
and negative repercussions on health and how

you?
And these stories bring on screen testimonies, research findings,

•

Questions from the audience: real members of the audience ask

to improve our health accordingly. The

some health related questions for the team to answer. In this

experiment starts at the beginning of the

episode:

episode while the conclusions are given at the

1.

Can crossing my legs give me varicose veins?

end of it (and loads of takeaways).

2.

Can plastic water bottles cause cancer?

3.

Does vitamin C cure colds? … again lots of takeaways!!!

S2, EP1 – THE BIG VITAMIN D EXPERIMENT
RESOURCES SHARED ON THE BBC WEBSITE

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/4mbCTBjhnt8VLmMKwQz3RrS/the-big-vitamin-d-experiment

Could viruses called bacteriophages be

Are e-cigarettes safe?

How can I avoid getting cancer? And
dementia? And heart disease?

Can my leftovers be healthier

the answer to the antibiotic crisis?

Could targeting networks in the brain help

than the original meal?

to alleviate the symptoms of PTSD?

Can I really boost my immune system?

Are perfumed products bad for me?

Issues Covered
Can plastic water bottles cause cancer?

How do I stop snoring?

Does stretching before

exercise do any good?

Are oils ‘rich in polyunsaturated’ or ‘rich in
monounsaturated’ good for me?

Could botox treat

Should I avoid salt? And saturated fat? And sugar? And the sun?

migraines?

AND FOR 180+ MORE
click here

Could a womb transplant cure
infertility for thousands?

EXPERTS IN THEIR FIELDS
THE INNOVATIVE ONE

THE ‘HANDS ON’ ONE

THE SPORTY ONE

THE EXPERT COMMUNICATOR

THE HUMOROUS ONE

THE NUTRITIONIST

THE MENTAL HEALTH SPECIALIST

DIVERSE ANGLES & APPROACHES

THE EXPERT COMMUNICATOR. Each week, Michael Mosley puts his body on the line to help us all understand our own.
His aim is to personally experience the latest health fads, medical interventions and experimental trials.
THE INNOVATIVE ONE. ‘No nonsense’ surgeon Gabriel Weston gives us the truth behind the headlines, asking if private
health screenings will do more harm than good and explore the frontiers of modern medicine.
THE HUMOROUS ONE. Down to earth Microbiologist, Dr Chris van Tullken enjoys putting to the test some of the latest health

claims by running his own experiment with outstanding results.
THE ‘HANDS ON’ ONE. Dr Saleyha Ahsan is an Army Officer turned A&E medic. She is on a campaign to teach us all some
simple skills that mean anyone can save a life…
And more recently…
THE NUTRITIONIST. Dr Giles Yeo is a geneticist at University of Cambridge, studying brain control on food intake
THE SPORTY ONE. Dr Zoe Williams works with Public Health England as a clinical champion for physical activity
THE MENTAL HEALTH SPECIALIST. Dr Alain Gregoire for 25 years he has been an NHS Consultant specialising in mother
and baby psychiatry

Global Success
U K

V E R S I O N

R A T I N G S

H I G H L I G H T S

UK. S6 averaged 2.1 M viewers and a 9.1% share, outperforming BBC2’s slot and prime time average shares by 23% and 22%
respectively for All Individuals 4+.
Attracting viewers to BBC2, S6 improved upon the avg. audience and share of its lead-in programmes by 77% & 61% respectively.
Performing well with Adults ABC1 & 16-34, the series exceeded the channel’s slot average shares by 27% and 30% respectively.
AUSTRALIA. S1 averaged 412,900 viewers and a 9.6% share to outperform ABC’s slot average share by 12% All 0+. Appealing to male
and female viewers, S1 secured shares to surpass the channel’s slot averages for Men 18+ and Women 18+, the latter by 19%.
NORWAY. A schedule highlight for the channel, S1 doubled the average audience and share of its lead-in titles.
Performing well with key Adults 15-49, the series exceeded NRK2’s slot and prime time average shares by 18% and 28% respectively,
whilst for young adults (15-24), shares were up on the channel’s slot average by 55%.
POLAND. Performing extremely well with Adults 16-29 on BBC Knowledge, Trust Me, I’m A Doctor surpassed the channel’s slot and prime
time average shares by 279% and 179% respectively.
SOUTH AFRICA. Trust Me, I’m A Doctor experienced 43% audience growth from premiere to finale, averaging 10,700 viewers and a 0.4%
share to outperform BBC Knowledge prime time average share by 19% for All Individuals 4+.
FINLAND. A hit with Women 10+, Trust Me, I’m A Doctor exceeded the channel’s slot average share 14%. This demo group contributed
60% of the audience, +10%pts. vs. YLE TV1’s slot average profile.
BELGIUM. Drew viewers to the channel (Canvas), +7%/+3% vs. the average audience/share of its lead-in titles. Beat the average audience
of its lead-in titles for young adults (15-34) and Women 15+ by 9% and 11% respectively.
DENMARK. Skewed female for TV2 with Women 15+ contributing 63% of the audience, +15%pts. vs. the channel’s slot average profile.

ENGAGING AUDIENCES

MARKET PROFILE IN ISRAEL

DID YOU KNOW?
Whether they’re futuristic, such as Given
Imaging’s PillCam capsule endoscopy or Itamar
Medical’s fingertip monitors for sleep disorders
and cardiac issues — or cleverly simple, such as
First Care Products’ Emergency Bandage –
blue-and-white inventions are changing the face
of healthcare in hospitals, doctors’ offices, homes
and even battlefields worldwide!*
*https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2015-innovative-countries/
*http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0023/002354/235406e.pdf"Israel profile –
Media". BBC News. British Broadcasting Corporation. Retrieved 14 October
2012.
*https://www.israel21c.org/the-top-12-most-amazing-israeli-medicaladvances/

 Israel is a centre of excellence for science and
technology. According to Bloomberg*, Israel
ranked #2 in 2015 for Research & Development
 In 2012, Israel counted 8,337 full-time
equivalent researchers per million inhabitants*
This compares with 3,984 in the USA, 6,533 in
the Republic of South Korea and 5,195 in
Japan
 Israel is home to major players in the high-tech
industry and has one of the world's most
technologically literate populations*

HUGE APPETITE FOR NEW RESEARCH,

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY!

תסמוך עלי
אני רופא

AS A PARTNER OF BBC WORLDWIDE
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• Comprehensive production bible
• Huge amount of medical studies collections to help you structure the
stories and 180+ questions explored in the UK version
• Extensive know how, gained throughout 7 series of Trust Me I’m a
Doctor, to guarantee you with smooth production and post
production processes
• Telephone consultancy and ad hoc consultancy trips

PRESENTATION TITLE

19

תודה רבה

